Medicine in Practice Launches On-Demand Training for Clinical Research
Transparency
Medicine In Practice, Inc. announces the launch of Compliance Time™ to help clinical
research teams in both biopharma and academia become or stay compliant with everincreasing transparency initiatives.
The Compliance Time website presents Medicine in Practice’s unique WEBFlex training™, which combines
the affordability and accessibility of webinars with adult learning best practices and the sophistication of
eLearning. On successful completion of each Course learners may print a graded Certificate.
Early content focuses on Good Registry Practice (GRP) – compliance with protocol registration and results
reporting in both the US and EU. Courses planned for later this summer include Good Publication Practice
(GPP) and the emerging area of Sharing Research Data (SRD).
Content may be accessed using desktop, tablet or smartphone to facilitate “Any time … Anywhere” learning.
Each Course breaks down often complex and multi-faceted compliance tasks into simple, easily-remembered
steps. Courses are presented in short, engaging video lectures - an approach that is very popular with adult
learners as it fits well with their busy schedule.
All Courses are built using one of more subject matter experts who create the curriculum, outline learning
objectives and detail critical content. These materials are then transformed into compelling video lectures using
adult learning best practices.
Courses are available via personal or organizational subscription, and not only help to quickly build confidence
and competence in learners, but also act as an invaluable reference resource. Each Course also includes a
FLEXLinks document containing links to important reference or other materials to help quickly grow each
learner’s expertise.
About Medicine in Practice, Inc.
Medicine in Practice provides innovative compliance training for clinical research teams. Our initial Courses
focus on areas where there is a critical need for quality training, yet none currently exists. The company was
founded by experienced entrepreneurs with extensive experience in the clinical research space.
CONTACT:
Tim Bacon, CEO
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E: information@medicineinpractice.com
W: MedicineInPractice.com or ComplianceTime.com.
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